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Title word cross-reference

```
#define [447, 1157]. #SAT [1410].


13th [315]. 19 [989, 1109, 1134, 1139, 1287, 1342, 1434, 1490]. 1987 [57].

3 [872]. 36th [1438]. 3rd [131].

'97 [65].

Actions [1512]. active [831, 974]. Activities
```
activity [959, 1328]. actor [665].
actor-oriented [665]. actors [840].
actually [723]. ad [1054]. Ada [4].
adaptation [405, 667, 757, 1508].
adaptable [522]. adaptive [359, 1069, 1234]. address [508].
Alternative [208]. Alternatives [137]. am [1020]. ambiguity [1527]. America [1050].
Ammonia [997]. Among [272, 276, 1134, 1352, 1561, 1576]. Amp [1335]. amplification [1269, 1335].
analogue [883]. Analogy [78, 97, 159, 170, 171, 190, 261, 291, 342, 365, 405, 667].
Analysts [44]. Analytics [927, 985, 1002, 1037]. analyzability [842].
analyze [767]. Analyzing [295, 387, 415, 612, 657, 783, 794, 1047, 1087, 1224, 1246, 1398, 1535].
AndroEvolve [1250].
Android [586, 668, 691, 740, 775, 780, 821, 838, 839, 850, 867, 908, 924, 929, 934, 936, 939–941, 954, 1001, 1019, 1034, 1063, 1065, 1072, 1107, 1109, 1114, 1122, 1139, 1198, 1204, 1241, 1250, 1291, 1318, 1362, 1403, 1429, 1511].
amanomaly [1387, 1518]. anonymous [1239].
Anisible [1570]. answer [875, 994, 1416].


change-proneness [384, 408]. Changeability [137]. ChangeLocator [823]. Changes [377, 416, 463, 590, 598, 607, 647, 672, 676, 700, 707, 767, 823, 836, 865, 896, 914, 983, 1009, 1059, 1113, 1125, 1128, 1152, 1224, 1262, 1276, 1307, 1364, 1411, 1422, 1495].


Classification [64, 75, 79, 117, 123, 167, 190, 202, 218, 445, 488, 555, 604, 979, 1043, 1156, 1165, 1415, 1468, 1469].

Classification-tree [117, 123]. classifications [1356]. classifier [1407]. classifiers [1057, 1058, 1384, 1511]. classify [480, 1007].


code [322, 346, 382, 495, 524, 555, 660, 674, 774, 775, 792, 803, 811, 815, 817, 853, 865, 869, 878, 888, 890, 893, 903, 913, 949, 950, 955, 1023, 1036, 1056, 1128, 1153, 1192, 1218, 1224, 1254, 1256, 1259, 1282, 1296, 1351, 1362, 1388, 1411, 1444, 1462, 1483, 1488, 1522, 1541, 1542, 1549].


CoFI [464]. cognition [1252]. cognitive [582, 1004, 1266, 1373]. Cohesion [52, 661, 662]. collaborative [528, 706, 1086, 1107, 1132, 1358, 1464].


combing [362, 495, 1403, 1453]. COMBO
Debian-based [109]. debloating [1380].
Debsources [695]. debt
[585, 755, 1031, 1044, 1094, 1112, 1144, 1170,
1223, 1285, 1324, 1332, 1333, 1378, 1416, 1446].
DebtFree [1285]. Debugging [671, 1498].
decade [511, 783]. decades [695]. decay
[1472]. Decision [46, 336, 565, 878, 1572].
Decision-making [565, 1572]. decisions
[1538]. declarative [1421]. declared [1072].
decomposer [1429]. decomposition
[1265, 1283]. decompositions [629].
dedicated [1304, 1406]. Deep
[1005, 1018, 1093, 1094, 1096, 1159, 1205, 1215,
1218, 1267, 1281, 1286, 1322, 1348, 1352, 1369,
1415, 1457, 1458, 1546]. deeper [964].
Default [220, 444]. Defect [13, 155, 311, 313,
314, 325, 326, 339, 357, 362, 367, 376, 413, 419,
430, 439, 440, 467, 490, 510, 582, 590, 622, 639,
640, 655, 708, 743, 868, 873, 904, 918, 979, 987,
1040, 1057, 1058, 1064, 1143, 1163, 1226, 1230,
1286, 1311, 1359, 1379, 1502, 1505, 1508, 1556].
defect-detection [13]. defectiveness
[1418]. Defects
[124, 393, 709, 779, 845, 966, 1033, 1386, 1474].
Defects4j [710, 1179]. defense [469].
Degradation [19]. Deja [1373]. delay
[690, 766]. delayed [709]. delegation [1065].
delivery [682, 881, 1478]. Depoly
[1071, 1199]. denormalization [1250].
density [490, 551, 1447]. Dependability
[19]. dependable [1050]. Dependence
[58, 1536]. dependences [309].
dependencies
[561, 607, 705, 741, 754, 1030, 1100, 1137, 1231].
dependency
[390, 862, 1120, 1135, 1297, 1302]. Depiction
[46]. deployed [1109, 1184]. deployment
[423, 682, 881]. Deprecated [1001].
deprecation [802, 948]. depth
[8, 638, 692, 1143]. Deriving [988, 997].
describing [772]. Description [142].
descriptions [921, 1048, 1049, 1363, 1423].
Descriptive [150]. Design [40, 63, 73, 137,
199, 364, 376, 516, 565, 607, 734, 796, 976, 1016,
1031, 1046, 1048, 1049, 1070, 1211, 1212, 1248,
1288, 1317, 1475, 1513, 1538]. Designed [199].
designers [751]. Designing [177, 931].
Designs [122]. desktop [528, 1445]. detail
[587]. detailed [678]. detect
[1009, 1346, 1363, 1393, 1457]. detectability
[1371]. detectable [1019]. detected [1152].
Detecting [338, 475, 541, 834, 845, 933, 937,
954, 1074, 1517, 1527, 1541]. Detection
[13, 69, 124, 155, 316, 351, 592, 597, 603, 604,
614, 672, 775, 778, 1030, 1063, 1122, 1166, 1216,
1254, 1264, 1336, 1339, 1362, 1381, 1398,
1419, 1423, 1453, 1458, 1489, 1511, 1515, 1518,
1558]. detections [634]. detectors
[586, 1403]. determine [1488].
Determining [191]. Developer [382, 440,
562, 623, 713, 751, 773, 830, 974, 1004, 1006,
1013, 1178, 1180, 1193, 1197, 1232, 1237, 1246,
1269, 1287, 1346, 1385, 1402, 1501, 1515, 1551].
Developer-centric [1269].
developer-oriented [1006].
developer-sensitive [1346]. Developers
[311, 424, 461, 481, 537, 539, 584, 601, 615, 620,
669, 703, 742, 754, 761, 776, 857, 867, 869, 977,
982, 1007, 1186, 1207, 1247, 1252, 1267, 1291,
1295, 1398, 1411, 1434, 1493, 1509, 1535, 1542].
Developing [338, 340, 421, 1367].
Development
[12, 88, 145, 201, 206, 211, 222, 225, 238, 241,
244, 246, 249, 254, 255, 285, 287, 301, 303, 304,
370, 377, 386, 388, 404, 425, 449, 464, 472, 474,
485, 488, 499, 553, 566, 574, 596, 706, 721, 732,
735, 757, 760, 773, 777, 778, 788, 794, 818, 870,
879, 922, 971, 1025, 1053, 1036, 1038, 1078, 1082,
1103, 1121, 1127, 1132, 1148, 1158, 1184, 1202,
1207, 1245, 1249, 1307, 1328, 1342, 1353, 1366,
1369, 1382, 1385, 1448, 1450, 1459, 1544, 1553].
device [361, 740]. devices [1107]. DevOps
[1085, 1531]. Diagram [55, 281]. Diagrams
[223, 344, 363, 364, 587]. dialogue [776].
dictionary [597]. diff [969]. difference
[902]. Differences [201, 906, 1161, 1239].
Different
[118, 364, 969, 982, 1094, 1193, 1351, 1446].
Differential [521, 1415]. differentiated [472, 715, 1500]. difficulties [400].
diffuseness [774]. Dimension [57].
dimensional [1091]. directed [654].
Directions [92, 93]. directives [424].
Dirichlet [477]. disadvantages [1304, 1406].
disciplining [1157]. discover [1227].
discovered [634, 779]. Discovering [889, 1068]. discovery [298, 652].
discrepancy [782]. Discuss [723, 1018].
discussion [1385]. Discussions [883, 1180, 1193, 1211, 1217, 1287, 1315, 1519].
DiverGet [1348]. Diversity [1147, 1216, 1464, 1531, 1573]. DLL [901].
Dockerfiles [1223].
Documentation [36, 212, 424, 569, 1197, 1378, 1467, 1481, 1487, 1503, 1541].
DroidLeaks [936]. due [690]. DUO [1002].
Dynamical [1216]. dynamically [1335]. dynamics [664]. dyslexia [882].
economic [280]. Economics [234, 380]. ecosystem [491, 717, 901, 1083, 1100, 1106, 1160, 1169, 1389, 1465, 1520, 1547].
ecosystems [647, 862, 1111]. ECSER [1384]. edge [1480]. edit [1128]. Editing [1121].
Editors [315, 329]. edits [1390]. Education [61, 192, 484]. educational [335]. Educators [61].
Effect [17, 158, 254, 285, 370, 567, 699, 796, 963, 1048, 1049, 1143]. Effective [124, 553, 718, 810, 864, 954, 1055, 1234, 1240, 1330, 1334, 1394, 1499].
Effectiveness [14, 192, 237, 246, 265, 306, 313, 328, 356, 470, 475, 493, 549, 611, 656, 678, 717, 851, 967, 1021, 1063, 1150, 1172, 1225, 1270, 1518].
Effects [272, 337, 377, 484, 514, 630, 725, 732, 794, 808, 1066, 1245, 1251, 1296, 1470, 1501, 1556].
effectually [1358]. Efficacy [74]. Efficiency [104, 337, 364, 493, 549, 655, 717, 1526].
effort-aware [918, 1311, 1565]. EIF [1042].
Eliciting [396]. elimination [446, 523].
Elixir [1483]. Emam [42]. Eman [41].
embedded [464, 1056, 1424]. Embedding
FixMiner

aky

x-inducing

x

FindICI

financial

le-level

ert [180].

fault-load

faults

faulty [1574]. favor [853]. fear [920, 1026].

feasibility [851]. FeatCompare [1155].


feature-oriented [629, 767, 885].

feature-relevant [844]. featured [1210].

features [351, 461, 601, 1060, 1187, 1230, 1507, 1511, 1558]. federated [1425].

Feedback [216, 654, 945, 1231, 1407, 1469]. feedback-directed [654]. feet [1032].


financial [479, 1563]. find [1309, 1386, 1404].

FindICI [1363]. Finding [543, 654, 831, 832, 1148, 1574]. Findings [222, 715, 842, 1331].

fine [247, 693, 1224, 1338]. fine-grained

[247, 693, 1224, 1338]. fine-GRAPE [693].

Fingerprint [974]. finite [605]. Finland [423]. Firefox [787, 901]. First [1031, 1114, 1139, 1382, 1425, 1456, 1576].

first- [1382]. fit [1486]. fitness [1234]. five [271].

fix [331, 598, 676, 709, 998, 1224, 1477, 1547].

fix-inducing [508, 676]. fixed [753, 766].

fixes [812, 1098, 1532]. Fixing [529, 787, 1174, 1338, 1370, 1377].

FIXME [1333]. FixMiner [998]. flakiness [1354].

flaky [920, 1026, 1453]. flexibility [407].

flexible [261, 488]. FLOSS [428]. Flow [439, 735, 1250, 1300]. flows [1326].

flows-aware [1326]. fluent } [1300].

Fluently [1300]. fly [1549]. Focus [204].


form [815]. Formal [497, 1050, 1344, 1506].

formation [1220]. formatting [1314].


Fostering [553, 945]. foundation [562, 663, 706, 1575]. Four [303, 429, 445, 500, 848, 1446].

Fragile [728]. fragility [929]. fragments [1130, 1393].


Frameworks [1018, 1025, 1094, 1480, 1492, 1494, 1546, 1575].

Frankenstein [1537]. free [695, 776, 815, 838, 850, 861, 954, 1328].

free-form [815]. free/open [1328].

frequency [1464]. frequently [619].

frequently-updated [619]. Fresh [619].

friction [1366]. frugal [1231]. fulfillment [1047].

Function [2, 84, 185, 494, 1234, 1355, 1467].

function-level [1355]. functional [240, 899, 942, 1117, 1125, 1291, 1483].

Functions [502, 1051]. Fundamental [24].


gained [286]. Game [259, 335, 634, 855, 1012, 1186, 1219, 1323, 1398]. Game-based [1219].

gameplay [1517]. games [714, 763, 1517].

Gamification [945, 1015, 1237]. gap [1553].

gaps [916]. gate [241]. gatekeepers [1296].

GBGallery [1323]. GCC [271]. Gender [906, 1238, 1473, 1531, 1553, 1576].

General [410, 425, 781, 818, 1027]. general-purpose
generated [1141]. Generating [680, 1073, 1130, 1215, 1234, 1527, 1574].

Generation [240, 260, 266, 375, 547, 678, 745, 795, 851, 897, 1005, 1120, 1135, 1175, 1294, 1343, 1382, 1417, 1450, 1522, 1537].
generator [1299]. generic [400]. generics [458]. Genetic [680, 745, 826, 1138].
genetically [1357]. genetically-based [1357]. Getting [141, 387, 821]. Gin [1485].

Git [588, 969, 1347]. git2net [1121].

GitHub [638, 669, 700, 744, 794, 886, 887, 894, 895, 947, 949, 959, 1022, 1196, 1217, 1247, 1295, 1331, 1388, 1464, 1504, 1510, 1512, 1519, 1524, 1559].

grained [247, 693, 1224, 1334]. grammar [306, 680].

GRAPE [693]. Graph [58, 164, 1135, 1399, 1468, 1537].
graph-based [1468]. Graphical [317, 738, 1048, 1049, 1301]. graphics [443].
graphs [1176, 1246, 1272]. great [957].

Green [535, 1171]. greener [1538].

GreenHub [1107]. GreenScaler [897].
grey [348]. Greybox [1350]. ground [1521].


hiding [1166].

Hierarchical [1516]. High [502, 543, 598, 676, 717, 896, 1373].

High-level [896]. High-MCC [502].

high-performance [717]. high-speed [1373]. higher [240, 484, 1051].

higher-order [1051].

higher-ordered-typed-functional [240].


historical [987, 1372]. history [246, 606, 694, 808, 1008]. hoc [655, 1054].


hotspots [393]. Human [98, 204, 407, 527, 847, 878, 1368, 1448].

human-centric [407]. Humans [225, 1024, 1510, 1573]. hundreds [1106].

Hypermedia [73, 182]. hyperparameter [928, 1341]. HyperPUT [1574].


Identification [30, 523, 526, 556, 854, 1099, 1183, 1285, 1446].


permutation [402]. Persistent [792].
personalities [624]. Personality
[328, 474, 484, 1252, 1568]. Perspective [9,
74, 124, 237, 452, 624, 1089, 1288, 1396, 1571].
Perspective-based [9, 74, 124, 237].
Perspectives [118, 621]. perturbation
[799]. pervasive [1166]. PHANTOM
[1022]. Pharo [1171, 1189]. Phase [158].
Phaser [1280]. PhD [67]. Philips [287].
physical [782]. pick [1182]. Picking [110].
Pinpointing [828]. pipeline [1384].
pipelines [922, 1441]. Pitfalls
[785, 1340, 1347]. pivots [722]. plagiarism
[1166]. plagiarism-hiding [1166]. plan
[370, 971]. plan-driven [370, 971]. Planning
[219, 259, 362, 618, 621, 1140, 1162]. platform
[254, 524, 714, 763, 770, 838, 855, 995, 1025,
1053]. platforms [1385]. Play
[619, 776, 1118, 1139, 1238]. plug [452].
plug-in [452]. PMD [1066]. PMESSE'97
[47]. Point [2, 84, 1031]. Point-Like [84].
Points [185, 494, 1307]. Polarity [778, 1324].
policies [436]. Policy [127]. popular
[714, 802, 850, 1035, 1077, 1160]. Portrait
[1286]. positives [1264]. possibilistic
[1339]. Possible [201]. post
[655, 1033, 1184, 1205]. post-deployed
[1184]. post-hoc [655]. post-processing
[1205]. post-release [1033]. posts
[984, 1007]. Potential [228, 593, 781, 1359].
potentially [1174]. power [535, 712].
power-only [712]. Practical
[25, 190, 274, 343, 527, 991, 1029, 1540].
Practice [61, 144, 209, 212, 390, 429, 497, 545,
546, 621, 731, 736, 750, 791, 1188, 1230, 1282,
1317, 1318]. practice-driven [390].
Practitioner [1031, 1123, 1220, 1301, 1494].
practitioners [1078, 1543]. pragmatic
[734, 1175]. Prázi [1302]. pre
[1260, 1469, 1484]. pre-trained
Professionals [109, 211, 756, 848, 972, 1050, 1134, 1490].

Productivity [10, 280, 528, 599, 725, 732, 1013, 1038, 1134, 1161].

Products [964].

Profession [61].

Professional [69, 520, 858].

Professionals [109, 211, 756, 848, 972, 1050, 1134, 1490].

Professional [61].

Professionals [109, 211, 756, 848, 972, 1050, 1134, 1490].

Programmer [38, 725].

Programmers [45, 46, 59, 671, 697, 853, 882, 1018, 1404, 1477].

Programming [180, 199, 208, 243, 328, 368, 461, 484, 503, 680, 820, 826, 885, 890, 902, 986, 1010, 1042, 1055, 1061, 1138, 1193, 1261, 1391, 1569, 1576].

Programmable [482].

Programme [1382].

Programs [58, 105, 108, 199, 406, 828, 926, 950, 1235, 1460, 1474, 1489, 1574].

Project [29, 81, 100, 181, 187, 192, 219, 255, 353, 521, 582, 639, 655, 692, 708, 743, 748, 894, 987, 997, 1057, 1058, 1064, 1169, 1226, 1379, 1459, 1508].

Project-level [655].


Promises [638, 1133].

Prompter [642].

Querying [332, 865, 876].

Query [771, 1007, 1315, 1398, 1416].

Questionnaire [57].

Questions [871, 994, 1007, 1197, 1261, 1367].

Quick [1206].

R [768, 1487].

race [1464].

railway [845].

raised [612, 871].

randomised [307].

randomness [507].

rank [640, 660, 910, 996].

rank-performance-based [996].

Ranking [592, 792, 1451].

Rap4DQ [1197].

rapid [534, 564, 566, 766, 922, 1432].

rated [1116].

Rater [659].

Rates [117].

ratings [838, 850].

Protocols [262].

prototyping [1496].

provenance [1023, 1488].

pseudo [884].

pseudo-tested [884].

PSP [87, 103].

psychometric [368].

public [858, 1023, 1388].

Publication [67].

Publish [1052].

Published [130, 170, 171].

Pull [910, 949, 1296, 1337, 1465, 1504, 1512, 1569].

purpose [410, 818, 1472].

push [1089].

PyPI [975].

PyPy [915].

Python [872, 1171, 1200, 1224, 1316, 1400, 1417, 1440, 1488, 1489, 1520].

Q&A

[664, 784, 875, 883, 953, 1186, 1398, 1416, 1544].

QIP [29].

QIP/GQM [29].

QoS [359].

QoS-aware [359].

Qt [1336].

Qualitative [26, 142, 143, 225, 352, 385, 386, 407, 495, 758, 793, 1287, 1433].


quality-related [1423].

Quantifying [31, 275, 629].

Quantitative [129, 201, 336, 352, 489, 495, 758].

Quantization [1348].

quasi [308, 379, 474].

quasi-experimental [379].

quasi-experimental [308, 474].

queries [815, 921, 1028, 1185, 1300].

query [903].

Querying [332, 865, 876].

Question [771, 1007, 1315, 1398, 1416].

question-and-answer [1416].

Questionnaire [57].

questions [871, 994, 1007, 1197, 1261, 1367].

Quick [1206].
softNER

Social

smoothly

Snapshots

smooth

smell

Software

soft

Social

source-code

software-intensive

Software-related

source

SIR

software

Some

sourcers

Software-intensive

SIR
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some
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Source

source

SourceForge.net
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Software

Some
specialisation [491]. specific
[410, 664, 717, 771, 809, 818, 938, 955, 997,
1119, 1169, 1361, 1491]. specification [240].
specification-based [240]. Specifications
[169, 482, 483]. specifying [1300]. spectra
[551]. spectra-based [551]. spectrum
[1316]. speed [377, 1373, 1474, 1543]. SPICE
[57]. SPL [888, 1280]. Splitting
[514, 515, 950, 1516]. spoil [311]. spot [1148].
spread [1445]. spreadsheet [541]. Sprint
[1219]. SPVF [1370]. SQL [1450, 1551].
SQL-related [1450]. squares [365].
SSPCatcher [1312]. SSUCD [341].
stability [667, 752, 799, 1064, 1211]. stable
[702]. stack [481, 615, 664, 768, 809, 870, 886,
906, 908, 953, 984, 1007, 1128, 1130, 1180, 1201,
1209, 1212, 1201, 1315, 1390, 1393, 1416].
stage [241]. stage-gate [241]. Stamelos
[170]. STAMINA [449]. Stamped
[1121]. Standing [1032]. star [838, 850]. start
[852]. start-up [852]. startup [841, 1158].
startups [722, 1158, 1461]. State
[92, 282, 354, 429, 605, 731, 750, 788, 791, 992,
1056, 1126, 1177, 1230, 1318, 1394, 1403, 1410].
state-based [788]. state-of-the-art
[1403, 1410]. StateAFL [1350]. statechart
[344]. stateful [1350]. statement
[703, 1235]. Statements [46, 752]. states
[344, 1144]. Static [286, 468, 504, 572, 982,
1066, 1187, 1192, 1210, 1256, 1250, 1354, 1381,
1386, 1409, 1411, 1447, 1499]. statically
[1019]. statically-detectable [1019].
Statistical [295, 494, 533, 670]. status
[1459]. stay [1474]. steady [1394]. Steal
[125]. Steam [714, 763, 855]. Stochastic
[665]. stopping [260]. store
[619, 776, 819, 846, 942, 1238, 1571]. stores
[933]. stories [387]. Story [387, 566, 1307].
Strategies [45, 256, 338, 552, 919, 1010, 1082,
1266, 1299, 1330]. strategy [359, 485, 735].
Strengths [423]. string [1299]. Structural
[299, 397, 453, 629, 1004, 1467]. Structure
[2, 55, 414, 565, 604, 664]. Structured

1400, 1425, 1465, 1483. unexpected [1194].
Unified [52, 1274]. Uniform [1228].
unifying [1303]. UniMod [788].
uninstrumented [777]. uniqueness [1488].
Unisys [195]. Unit [234, 1349, 1417]. units [1569].
universal [640]. universe [1088].
Unix [694]. unreliable [645, 718].
unreliable [1165]. Unreproducible [1547].
unseen [1407]. unspecified [741]. unstable [1187].
Usage-Based [188, 196, 1191].
vetting [1072]. via [333, 913, 1002, 1081, 1178, 1224, 1336, 1370, 1418, 1516]. viable [509]. video [1517]. videos [657, 1517].
View [775, 801, 1031, 1220].
vs [213, 289, 499, 519, 708, 738, 1048, 1049, 1454, 1552, 1573]. Vu [1373]. Vulcans [225].
vulnerabilities [366, 634, 692, 779, 908, 954, 1030, 1065, 1174, 1297, 1309, 1440, 1499, 1518, 1540, 1554].
Vulnerability [427, 644, 943, 944, 972, 1098, 1099, 1118, 1370, 1372, 1419, 1428, 1532].
vulnerability-contributing [1099]. vulnerability-proneness [1118]. vulnerable [1137].
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